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Out on a Lim b
 Finding our edge: This report identifies companies where our analysts stand apart from the consensus
view, companies where our analysis reveals opportunities that the market has not yet priced in.

 Leveraging a system atic process: We screened our current US coverage universe to identify
companies where our analysts’ views diverged from that of the Street, focusing on both rating as well as
earnings projections. To further strengthen the list of stocks, we worked closely with the research analysts
to select stories in which our conviction level is high. The result is a list of 12 Outperform-rated names and
6 Underperform-rated stocks.

 Why and what’s next: For each selected company, we outline our investment thesis, noting specifically
where we are different from the Street. Importantly, we highlight key catalysts on the horizon to help guide
you to investment opportunities in each name.

 Stocks: We are more positive than the Street on the following companies: BOX, BYD, CF, INGR, LLL,
LHO, NSM, SEAS, SYY, WMT, WFT and WETF. We are more cautious than consensus on: AON,
DLTR, H, MAC, PHM and RLGY.
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Contrarian Ideas: Outperform s
Com pany

Ticker

Where We're Different

Page

Box, Inc.

BOX

Box has a more appealing file sync and share (FSS) product than Microsoft and sufficient lead time to further improve its
competitive position and expand its user base.

6

Boyd Gaming

BYD

BYD should benefit from capital initiatives in Las Vegas, a recently announced hotel tower at Delta Downs as well as from
renovated Borgata.

7

CF

We have a distinct appreciation for CF’s North American transportation & logistics capabilities given our contacts throughout the
global agricultural value chain.

8

INGR

Investors are overly concerned about near-term headwinds in Brazil and Argentina but INGR is doing a great job keeping profits
stable in those countries while benefiting from improving trends in the US.

9

L-3 Communications

LLL

LLL trades at a 30% discount on FCF yield relative to its peers because it had execution issues but that's temporary, and
additionally, it should benefit from likely disposal of non-core assets.

10

LaSalle Hotel Properties

LHO

The indiscriminate sell-off of lodging offers a rare opportunity to buy a blue chip lodging REITs at a significant discount to intrinsic
value.

11

Nationstar Mortgage
Holdings Inc.

NSM

NSM is attractively valued with potential catalyst from a minority stake sale in Xome (formerly Solutionstar).

12

SeaWorld Entertainment

SEAS

We believe the risk/reward is favorable given Street/investor estimates assume little attendance growth in 2015.

13

CF Industries Holding Inc.

Ingredion

Sysco Corporation

SYY

Recent activist involvement could be the catalyst for much-needed strategic change given that this industry leading franchise is
under-earning.

14

Wal-Mart Stores

WMT

If WMT exited lower return international operations and spun off Sam’s Club, the combined transactions could free up an estimated
$14.4B in cash, which could be used to buy back shares and improve CFROI® to levels last seen in 2006-07.

15

Weatherford International

WFT

Management's ability to demonstrate capital discipline by not chasing a once-in-a-lifetime strategic acquisition gives us reassurance that WFT can thrive in current market conditions.

16

WisdomTree Investments

WETF

We believe the stock is undervalued versus both slower growth traditional asset managers and high growth tech / fin-tech stocks
given our high growth profit forecasts.

17
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Contrarian Ideas: Underperform s
Com pany

Ticker

Where We're Different

Page

Aon

AON

We see consensus estimates as overly optimistic on margin improvement and free cash flow development over the next few years.

19

Dollar Tree

DLTR

We believe the Street is underestimating the execution risk surrounding DTLR’s recent acquisition of FDO as well as the level of
investment needed to turn around this underperforming asset.

20

Hyatt Hotels

H

As supply comes to the lodging market, H will underperform peers given its leverage to owned hotels, which will have more volatility vs.
peers who primarily manage hotels.

21

Macerich Company

MAC

MAC shares continue to have an implicit takeout premium, a thesis that we do not agree with given the poison pill measures
management adopted in response to SPG’s recent takeout bid.

22

Pulte

PHM

We estimate earnings growth will continue to lag other large cap peers based on our forecasts for more modest revenue growth than
consensus and our expectation that rising land and labor costs will pressure margins.

23

Realogy Corp.

RLGY

We estimate decelerating transaction volume growth, particularly in RLGY’s core markets, along with margin headwinds from elevated
agent commission splits and investments, will result in sales and EBITDA below consensus expectations.

24
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Outperform -Rated Com panies
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $24.00
Current Price: $11.09
Market Cap ($B): $1.3B

Box, Inc. (BOX )
Com petitive Positioning in File Sync and Share

 Where We’re Different: The business file sync and share (FSS) market
tends to be sticky from both a user renewal and a dollar renewal standpoint,
with high switching costs, as organizations and end users set up policies for
and become accustomed to one specific provider. Therefore, long-term
success (and profitability) in the business FSS market hinges on a vendor's
ability to secure a critical mass of registered users inside of an organization on
its platform before the balance of pricing versus enterprise-grade features
persuades the IT department to switch to a less expensive or bundled
alternative. Box finds itself facing a strong competitor in Microsoft, which has
a larger installed base and a broader stack of complementary collaboration
and productivity applications (e.g., SharePoint and Office 365) to go with its
cloud storage and file sync and share products than Box. However, we view
Box as currently having a more appealing FSS product than Microsoft and
believe the company has sufficient lead time to further improve its competitive
position and expand its user base—mitigating some of the near- to mediumterm competitive risk.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (BOX)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
-$1.16
-$1.19

FY2
-$0.56
-$0.91

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
4

Hold
5

 Investm ent Thesis: Although there is some concern that an increasingly
Sell
1

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

25

competitive landscape could result in Box experiencing per-seat pricing
pressure or difficulty in gaining market share, we maintain a positive opinion of
management's vision in terms of Box's enterprise-focused strategy,
technology platform, and focus on incorporating incremental, value added
functionality (e.g., workflow, vertical-specific features, etc.) that should enable
the company to differentiate its offering in the near to medium term.

20

 Key Catalysts: Q3 results in December.

15

 Valuation: Our $24 target price for Box, Inc. implies a 9.4 times EV to next

10

5
Jan-15

Apr-15

Jul-15

twelve months revenue multiple, which we view as appropriate given the
company's higher growth trajectory compared to the overall software space.

Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Philip Winslow | 212 325 6157 | philip.winslow@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $20.00
Current Price: $17.89
Market Cap ($B): $2.0B

Boyd Gam ing (BYD)
FCF Yield

 Where We’re Different: After years of playing defense, we think several of
the company's capital initiatives in Las Vegas (new non-gaming amenities)
and a recently announced hotel tower at Delta Downs make strategic sense.
Moreover, Borgata has been substantially renovated (refreshed legacy hotel
tower and casino floor) which should continue to help this asset further
consolidate the AC market.

 Investm ent Thesis: A key aspect of our Outperform rating on BYD is
predicated around continued recovery in the LV locals market. With that
southern NV economy continuing to improve and locals GGR well below the
peak, BYD has ample room to run in this segment (26% of 2015 EBITDA).

 Key Catalysts: Reduction in leverage, stabilization of gaming fundamentals in
core markets, transition into OpCo/PropCo corporate structure.
Data Snapshot

 Valuation: Our $20 target price is 9.0x/9.5x our 2016 Regional and Borgata
EBITDA. Over a five year period Boyd traded at an average EV/EBITDA
multiple of 10.7x with a range of 6.3x-15.8x. We believe that our multiple of 9x
represents a fair value, reflective of the company's asset quality, offset by its
limited cash flow diversification and the maturity of gaming revenues in several
key markets.

Data Snapshot (BYD)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$0.52
$0.56

FY2
$0.98
$0.78

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
4

Hold
13

Sell
1

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Joel Sim kins | 212 325 5380 | joel.sim kins@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $70.00
Current Price: $52.22
Market Cap ($B): $12.2B

CF Industries (CF)

 Where We’re Different: Based on our contacts throughout the global
agricultural value chain, we have a distinct appreciation for CF’s North
American transportation & logistics capabilities, inclusive of its extensive
terminal network and access to the NuStar and Magellan pipelines throughout
the Midwest US. We also believe there is an evolving theme of CF further
improving potential netback within its nitrate portfolio in both the US and
Europe following the closure of the OCI deal in mid-2016.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (CF)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$4.82
$4.41

FY2
$5.25
$5.09

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
8

Hold
7

 Investm ent Thesis: We like CF because (i) CF will remain a low cost
nitrogen producer in the bottom quartile of the global industry, (ii) China's
marginal cost of production should be relatively stable vs. market expectation
of a decline, (iii) North America will continue to import approximately ~25% of
nitrogen tons through 2018, and (iv) best in class transportation and logistics
capabilities should enable CF to report higher than expected regional
netbacks, and (v.) CF's ability to generate cash flows which supersedes
market expectations should lead to further buybacks and higher dividend
payout ratios.

Sell
3

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
Oct-14

 Key Catalysts: (i.) earnings on November 4th, (ii.) natural gas price
Dec-14

Mar-15

Jun-15

Sep-15

movements, (iii.) S4 issuance for the OCI deal, and (iv). new buyback
program.

 Valuation: Our $70 target price is based on a 50/50 blended approach
between an EV/EBITDA multiple and FCF yield, specifically (i.) 7x our 2016
EBITDA estimate of ~$2.5bln, discounted back and (ii.) 8% FCF yield on our
'normalized' FCF in 2017 of $6.7/share, discounted back. We look to FCF in
2017 to account for the full ramp up of growth initiatives.

Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Chris Parkinson | 212 538 6286 | christopher.parkinson@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $94.00
Current Price: $89.05
Market Cap ($B): $6.5B

Ingredion Inc (INGR)
INGR’s Long-term Sales Growth Targets

 Where We’re Different: Market is overly concerned about earnings
projections due to near-term economic conditions in Brazil and Argentina. The
company is doing a great job of managing its cost structure in those countries
to keep profits stable while enjoying a resurgence in pricing power in the US
for corn sweeteners plus accelerating demand for specialty starches.

 Investm ent Thesis: We maintain our view that the company’s investments
in specialty starches portfolio and increase capacity in emerging markets will
eventually get the company back to its pattern of consistent double-digit EPS
growth in the years ahead.

 Key Catalysts: Earnings on October 29.
 Valuation: Our target price of $94 assumes a ~14x multiple on our blended
FY16/17 EPS estimate, which is in-line with Ingredion's nearest peer.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (INGR)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$5.80
$5.74

FY2
$6.40
$6.29

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
3

Hold
3

Sell
2

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Robert Moskow | 212 538 3095 | robert.m oskow@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $145.00
Current Price: $110.44
Market Cap ($B): $8.9B

L-3 Com m unications (LLL)
FCF Yield

 Where We’re Different: We believe that the company exhibits most of the
same defensive benefits of other military contractors, but at a 30% discount
on FCF yield due to a suboptimal portfolio and recent execution lapses.
However, we believe that the disposal of non-core assets is nearing, and the
execution slips are temporary. Moreover, we think that management is highly
motivated to close a 200 bps margin shortfall to peers in its higher value
hardware businesses. Lastly, we like LLL’s positioning as a likely electronics
supplier on both teams competing for the upcoming major new $55B
strategic bomber program.

12.0%

10.0%
8.0%
6.0%

4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
LMT

RTN

NOC

GD

Defense
Primes
Average
(ex. LLL)

LLL

Data Snapshot

 Investm ent Thesis: LLL is the cheapest stock among the Defense primes
on a FCF yield basis. We believe that (1) divesting some of the lagging
service-driven businesses, and (2) margin upside from integration of legacy
acquisitions should drive a catch-up trade to peers.

 Key Catalysts: Q3 earnings (late October); potential investor day in
Data Snapshot (LLL)

Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$6.80
$6.87

FY2
$8.05
$8.18

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
4

Hold
8

December (LLL typically hosts an investor event in the first week of
December).

 Valuation: Our $145 target price for LLL is based on a 7.5% target FCF

Sell
1

yield applied to our 2016 FCF/share.

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Robert Spingarn | 212 538 1895 | robert.spingarn@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $39.00
Current Price: $30.70
Market Cap ($B): $3.5B

LaSalle Hotel (LHO
LHO: Multiple Discount Wider than Recent History

 Where We’re Different: We rate LHO outperform with a $39 price target,
implying a 40% expected return. The current share price implies a 30%
discount to NAV, an 11x EV/EBITDA multiple, a 11.6x AFFO multiple, and a
6.4% dividend yield. The indiscriminate lodging selloff has availed investors
with a rare opportunity to buy blue chip lodging REITs at a significant discount
to intrinsic value.

 Investm ent Thesis: LHO is an upscale, full-service operator with significant
exposure to west coast markets (37.3%) where RevPAR growth is most
robust. While growth in certain west coast markets such as San Francisco
appears to be decelerating, we note that the city has posted 8.0% RevPAR
growth QTD with minimal supply deliveries on the horizon. The supply threat
is primarily concentrated in NYC, Houston, and Miami (Seattle also has high
supply but is being absorbed by strong demand). While LHO has slightly
higher exposure to NYC compared with peers (10.5% vs. 8.1%), it has no
exposure to Houston or Miami.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (LHO)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1 (FFO)
$2.92
$2.91

FY2 (FFO)
$3.22
$3.19

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
8

Hold
10

 Key Catalysts: 1) Among the cheapest stocks we cover, trading at a 30%
discount to NAV, or just 11x forward EV/EBITDA; 2) 15% of its portfolio is
located in DC—a market we anticipate to experience a healthy recovery in ‘16
and ‘17; and 3) 6.4% dividend yield is among the highest in the REIT sector.

Sell
1

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

 Valuation: Our $39 price target is based upon a 50% weighting of our

45

$42/share forward NAV (no target price premium), a 30% weighting of our
$38/share EV/EBITDA valuation, and a 20% weighting of our $37/share DCF
estimate.

40

35
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20
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Sep-15

Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Ian Weissm an | 212 538 6889 | ian.weissm an@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $25.00
Current Price: $14.22
Market Cap ($B): $1.3B

Nationstar Mortgage (NSM)
X om e - Sum of the Parts

 Where We’re Different: We see NSM as our top pick within our mortgage
P/E

Valuation Per Share
Real Estate Exchange
342
$3.17
Real Estate Services
748
$6.93
Xome.com
389
$3.60
Subtotal
1,479
$13.69
Illiquidity discount
(148)
($1.37)
Total
1,331
$12.32

EV/EBITDA

'16
6.3
16.5
NA
15.3

'17
6.4
13.0
NA
12.7

'16
4.1
10.6
NA
9.8

'17
4.1
8.3
NA
8.2

13.8

11.5

8.8

7.3

Im plied Mortgage Banking Valuation (% of book value)

NSM stock price

Xome Valuation
$12.00
$14.20
$15.00
$20.00
$25.00
$27.00

$5.00
43%
57%
62%
93%
123%
136%

$8.00
25%
38%
43%
74%
105%
117%

$10.00
12%
26%
31%
62%
93%
105%

$12.32
-2%
12%
17%
47%
78%
91%

$15.00
-19%
-5%
0%
31%
62%
74%

$20.00
-49%
-36%
-31%
0%
31%
43%

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (NSM)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$1.42
$1.20

FY2
$2.15
$1.97

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
4

Hold
8

banking coverage, considering the attractive valuation and potential catalyst
from a minority stake sale in Xome (formerly Solutionstar). Crystallizing a
valuation for Xome (see our note dated September 8th for more details)
highlights the substantial discount to book value the mortgage banking
(servicing and origination) business currently trades at this point in time.
Better servicing profitability going forward will only set the backdrop for
improved mortgage banking valuation.

 Investm ent Thesis: While the monetization of Xome is far from a certainty,
we feel comfortable with the downside to shares from current levels as NSM
already trades around book value, which does not give any credit to Xome.
With just over $12/share in value for Xome, this leaves about $2/share in
value for the mortgage banking business at today’s price. This represents
12% of current book value and 0.8x our 2017 EPS estimate. The combination
of improving servicing profitability and book value limits the downside risk and
the potential catalyst of a Xome stake sale provides the upside potential.

 Key Catalysts: 1) sale of a minority stake in Xome, and 2) improvement in
servicing profitability in the latter half of 2015 and beyond.

Sell
0

 Valuation: The $25 target price is based on ~80% of year-end 2015 book

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

value plus $12 in value for Xome.
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Sep-15

Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Douglas Harter | 212 538 5983 | douglas.harter@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $27.00
Current Price: $18.95
Market Cap ($B): $1.7B

SeaWorld Entertainm ent (SEAS)
SEAS Attendance Growth

 Where We’re Different: We believe poor results from SEAS are due to
multiple issues that coincided at one time, resulting in significant earnings
underperformance that will fade over time. Given Street/investor estimates
assume little attendance growth in 2015, we believe the risk/reward is
favorable.

 Investm ent Thesis: We have an Outperform rating on SEAS because we
maintain that the company is not fundamentally broken and can be
rehabilitated with improved mgmt., cost reductions and operational execution.

 Key Catalysts: Strategic plan announcement from CEO (scheduled for
November), assets disposals, attendance growth.

 Valuation: Our $27 target price is based on a multiple of 10 times our 2017
EBITDA estimate, discounted back. Given the limited historical metrics
available for SEAS (April 2013 IPO), and additional risks posed to SEAS
including potential for reputational issues, balance sheet/leverage, limited
history as a public company as well as limited geographic diversification, we
value SEAS at a lower multiple to peers.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (SEAS)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$0.81
$0.75

FY2
$0.99
$0.93

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
6

Hold
5

Sell
2

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

Relevant Research:

24
22

Ideas Engine – Roadmap for a Turnaround at SEAS

20
18
16

14
12
Oct-14
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Jun-15

Sep-15

Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Joel Sim kins | 212 325 5380 | joel.sim kins@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $45.00
Current Price: $40.56
Market Cap ($B): $24.2B

Sysco Corp (SYY)
EBITDA Has Been Largely Flat Over the Past 5 Years

 Where We’re Different: We see underappreciated opportunity in the stock

10.0%
8.0%
6.0%

SG&A CAGR: 5.7%

4.0%

GP$ CAGR: 3.8%

2.0%

EBITDA CAGR: 0.2%

0.0%
2010A

2011A

2012A

2013A

2014A

2015A

-4.0%
% Change - EBITDA

 Investm ent Thesis: We continue to believe that SYY has failed to capture
the full power of its industry-leading franchise because of its aspiration to be a
growth company instead of admitting maturity, and focusing on returns and
cash flow. In our view, there is a path to significant earnings upside and
sustained long-term growth. While the stock has rallied, we continue to view
the risk/reward positively.

-2.0%

% Change - Gross Profit

as recent activist involvement could be the catalyst for much-needed strategic
change. The company's EBITDA has been essentially flat since 2010. We
believe SYY could unlock significant earnings upside through incremental
leveraged share repurchases, larger cost cuts, and improved capital
efficiency. Overall, we believe that this industry leading franchise is underearning and that strong upside exists with a more aggressive shift in strategy.

% Change - Opex

Data Snapshot

 Key Catalysts: More aggressive buyback. Larger restructuring.
Data Snapshot (SYY)

Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$1.93
$1.94

FY2
$2.07
$2.11

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
2

Hold
11

 Valuation: Our $45 Target Price for Sysco (SYY) is based on approximately
12x our NTM EBITDA estimate and 23x EPS.
Sell
3

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Edward Kelly | 212 325 3241 | edward.kelly@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $85.00
Current Price: $66.36
Market Cap ($B): $212.7B

Wal-Mart Stores (WMT)
WMT CFROI By Segm ent (2008-2014)
18%

17.9%

16.8%

16.4%

 Where We’re Different: Under CEO Doug McMillon, WMT appears to be

16.3%

16.1%

16%

CFROI

14%
12%

14.2%

13.4%

12.6%

10.1%

12.6%

9.3%

10%

12.5%

10.0%

12.1%

6.5%

6.9%

6.9%

10.9%

10.9%

8.0%

8.0%

9.3%

8.1%

8%

6%

15.3%

6.7%
4.8%

4.6%

5.4%

4%
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Int'l
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Sam's

2014

WMT

 Investm ent Thesis: As WMT nears the end of the second year of CEO

Data Snapshot

McMillon’s tenure, management is in a position to refocus investment away
from lower-return international businesses and accelerate return of capital to
shareholders. Further downside appears to be limited by WMT’s dividend
yield. Upside to the stock, we believe, is significantly higher given signs of a
healthier low end consumer and more rational capital management.

Data Snapshot (WMT)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$4.59
$4.53

FY2
$4.88
$4.74

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
9

Hold
21

Sell
4

 Key Catalysts: WMT is hosting its Annual Meeting for the Investment

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
Oct-14

shifting to a more active management style of its portfolio. We think the
outcome could ultimately be a reallocation of capital resources away from less
promising international division, much as WMT’s global rivals have already
done. Rationalizing international operations could improve ROIC and lead to a
more focused and competitive enterprise. Our analysis indicates that the low
international returns diluted overall CFROI by roughly 260 bps in ’14. If WMT
exited lower return international operations, including Brazil and Asia, and
spun off Sam’s Club, the combined transactions could free up an estimated
$14.4B in cash, which could be used to buy back shares and improve
CFROI® to levels last seen in 2006-07. We think that the well-covered
dividend yield at 3% should limit further downside as investors wait for
possible strategic changes to its business.

Community on October 14. We expect to see guidance on capital spending
plans for 2016.

 Valuation: Our $85 price target is based on a 8.9x EV/EBITDA multiple on
our 2015 estimate.

Dec-14

Mar-15

Jun-15

Sep-15

Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Michael Exstein | 212 325 4147 | m ichael.exstein@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $13.00
Current Price: $10.43
Market Cap ($B): $8.1B

Weatherford International (WFT)
WFT FCF Generation

 Where We’re Different: WFT has been the talk of the OFS industry over the
past month. The company attempted, and failed, to raise $1B in equity with
the goal of making a once-in-a-lifetime strategic acquisition. The stock was
punished, losing ~$1.3B in market cap in one day. Given the company’s
history, the market’s reaction was less than surprising. However, we are
confident in WFT’s operational and managerial capability. Management’s
ability to demonstrate capital discipline, by not chasing the acquisition (as they
may have done in the past), gives us re-assurance that WFT can thrive in
current market conditions.

 Investm ent Thesis: The new management team continues to implement and
push metrics on support ratios. Additionally, the financial statements are finally
cleaned up: asset impairments and reductions in manufacturing and facility
locations have been made, ~20% of global has been headcount cut; resulting
in, >$1bn in annualized cost savings. Further, W.C. has been generated,
inventories have been reduced, debt has been paid down and lawsuits are
finally settled. WFT has always been good in the field, they now appear to be
matching this focus in the boardroom.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (WFT)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
-$0.30
-$0.33

FY2
-$0.24
-$0.18

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
20

Hold
11

 Key Catalysts: The metric to watch in Q3 is FCF generation. The CEO has

Sell
2

spoken, time and time again, about his laser like focus on generating FCF.
For the year, WFT expects to generate $150-250M in FCF. FCF generation
is historically a rare occurrence (see chart) for the company; so, if WFT can
hit its FCF target, we see a great deal of upside in the name.

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

25
20

 Valuation: Our 12-month target price of $13 per share for WFT is based on

15

a blended EV/EBITDA and P/CF valuation. We use a 11.5x (historical peak)
multiple on 2016 EBITDA and a historical 25th percentile P/CF multiple of
8.7x to arrive at our $13 target.
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Jam es Wicklund | 214 979 4111 | jam es.wicklund@credit -suisse.com
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Wisdom Tree Investm ents (WETF)

Rating: Outperform
Target Price: $21.00
Current Price: $16.72
Market Cap ($B): $2.3B

 Where We’re Different: We believe the stock is undervalued versus both
slower growth traditional asset managers and high growth tech / fin-tech
stocks given our high growth profit forecasts.

 Investm ent Thesis: We expect strong organic growth to continue. The
fundamentals underpinning the growth are (1) New Distribution Channels, (2)
New Geographies, (3) Increased Penetration, (4) Smart Beta Acceptance, (5)
Product Innovation.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (WETF)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$0.55
$0.59

FY2
$0.53
$0.73

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
5

Hold
5

 Key Catalysts: (1) Continued growth of ETF industry, with WETF picking up
share of incremental flows (2) Faster product launches due to self indexing
(3) Superior marketability of products driven by pure ETF focused sales team
(competitors sell both passive and active products).

Sell
2

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015

30

 Valuation: We arrive at our $21 target price by: (1) applying a 30.0x multiple

25

on our 2017 cash earnings estimate vs. the industry average of 13.5x due to
WETFs high growth rate; and (2) confirming it with our DCF model, in which
we apply a discount and growth rate consistent with the industry and WETF's
individual characteristics (i.e., high growth, product concentration, etc.). In
the case of WETF we apply a 11% discount rate, and a growth rate of 11%.
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Craig Siegenthaler | 212 325 3104 | craig.siegenthaler@credit -suisse.com
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Underperform -Rated Com panies
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Rating: Underperform
Target Price: $92.00
Current Price: $91.16
Market Cap ($B): $25.5B

Aon PLC (AON)
Free Cash Flow Growth, But Relative Quality Mixed

 Where We’re Different: We see consensus estimates as overly optimistic
on margin improvement and free cash flow development over the next few
years. We believe free cash flow should be compared on a like-for-like basis,
accounting for share-based comp, pension contributions, and tax rate.

2017E
MMC
AON
6.6%
8.0%
$ 2,010 $ 2,182
$
92 $
372
$ 1,918 $ 1,810
$ 30,230 $ 27,150
507
276
$
56 $
96
6.8%
6.8%

Stated FCF Yield
Free Cash Flow
Less share-based comp
Adj. Free Cash Flow
Market Cap
Shares
Share Price
Adj. FCF Yield

 Investm ent Thesis: In our view, AON’s value is largely derived from margin
improvement and free cash flow. We see a lack of visibility on two drivers of
margin improvements: 1) gaining carriers on their GRIP platform, 2) adoption
of the private exchanges among large corporate clients. Without impact of the
private exchanges, we think AON’s consulting margins have largely stayed flat
over the past 3 years and AON is not a dominate player in the lines of
business (such as investment consulting) that have contributed most to
margin expansion at peers. We also think AON’s free cash flow is mixed in
quality as its based in higher share-based compensation, lower pension
contributions, lower capex spending, and, in our opinion, unsustainable tax
planning. In addition, as the largest reinsurance broker, we believe AON will
be most negatively impacted by the growing displacement of traditional
reinsurance placement as the capital markets take on more reinsurance risk.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (AON)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$6.02
$6.06

FY2
$6.38
$6.68

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
9

Hold
15

 Key Catalysts: Earnings, in particular announcements on the number of

Sell
2

carriers on GRIP, and in 4Q healthcare private exchange enrollments.

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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 Valuation: Our DCF derived $92 target price uses the following
assumptions: 1) $2.1b of 2017 cash flows, 2) a 23% long term tax rate, 2) a
7.5% cost of equity, 3) 2.25% terminal growth rate (and that $500mm per
year of acquisition is required to maintain this growth rate).
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Ryan Tunis | 212 325 6306 | ryan.tunis@credit-suisse.com
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Rating: Underperform
Target Price: $60.00
Current Price: $62.90
Market Cap ($B): $14.8B

Dollar Tree (DLTR)
FDO Appears to Under-Index on Labor per Store

 Where We’re Different: We believe the street is underestimating the

Employees Per Store
DG

execution risk surrounding DTLR’s recent acquisition of FDO as well as the
level of investment needed to turn around this underperforming asset. FDO’s
recent disappointing results and DLTR’s lack of visibility on full-year earnings
suggest that a higher level of investment may be needed than initially
expected. While the street seems to be modeling FDO to return to prior
profit levels within a couple years, investments in areas like store labor, the
alignment of depreciable lives for more conservative accounting, and
divestitures represent headwinds.

FY14

Total Employees
Stores (end)

105,500
11,879

Total Employees/Store

9

DLTR

FY14

Total Employees
Stores (end)

90,000
5,367

Total Employees/Store

17

FDO

FY14

Total Employees
Stores (end)

60,000
8,042

 Investm ent Thesis: We remain cautious on DLTR's acquisition of FDO

Total Employees/Store

7

FDO Difference vs. DG

1.4 employees

FDO Difference vs. DLTR

1

9.3 employees

1

Note that DLTR part-time mix (80%) is significantly higher than FDO (40) so the employee per store comparison is less
relevant

Data Snapshot

 Key Catalysts: Earnings.

Data Snapshot (DLTR)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$2.80
$2.80

FY2
$3.48
$3.89

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
12

Hold
11

given concerns about execution risk, management's ability to turn around this
perennially poor performing asset, and its overall strategic fit. While the stock
has pulled back recently on disappointing FDO results and slowing core
DLTR momentum, we believe further downside is likely.

 Valuation: Our $60 target price for DLTR is ~14x our estimated 2017
earnings pro forma for the completion of the FDO deal.

Sell
3

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Edward Kelly | 212 325 3241 | edward.kelly@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Underperform
Target Price: $52.00
Current Price: $50.85
Market Cap ($B): $7.3B

Hyatt Hotels (H)
Hotel Supply Growth

 Where We’re Different: As supply comes to the lodging market, H will

3%

underperform peers given their leverage to owned hotels, which will have
more volatility vs. peers who primarily manage hotels. Further, given current
underperformance vs. peers, in some of the strongest segments of lodging
(e.g., select service), we have little confidence that results will improve for H,
based on our view on current lodging cycle.

2%

 Investm ent Thesis: We continue to see H as a relative laggard vs. peers

1%

and are underwhelmed with recent results. While share repurchase and an
underleveraged balance sheet may yield modest downside, we favor peers
with larger pipelines and brands, as well as a greater asset light composition.

5%

4%

0%

 Key Catalysts: Asset disposals, earnings.
 Valuation: Our $52 target price for Hyatt is 12x our 2017 EBITDA estimate

Data Snapshot

discounted back to a one-year forward point. As Hyatt has a limited trading
history, we find it worthwhile to value the company looking at its peers. Our
primary method of valuing Hyatt is by using EV/EBITDA and on average, over
the past 5 years, Marriott has traded at average EV/EBITDA multiple of 12.8x,
with a range between 9.6x-15.4x, respectively.

Data Snapshot (H)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$0.83
$0.94

FY2
$1.15
$1.52

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
11

Hold
8

Sell
1

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Joel Sim kins | 212 325 5380 | joel.sim kins@credit -suisse.com
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Macerich Com pany (MAC)
MAC’s Im plied Cap Rate is Inconsistent with Asset Quality
5.2%

5.5%

5.3%

SPG

TCO

4.8%

GGP

MAC

Rating: Underperform
Target Price: $79.00
Current Price: $79.54
Market Cap ($B): $12.6B

 Where We’re Different: While the company is expected to post aboveaverage SS NOI growth and expand the redevelopment pipeline, we believe
there are significantly better values for A-mall investors. MAC shares
continue to have an implicit takeout premium, a thesis that we do not agree
with given the poison pill measures management adopted in response to
SPG’s recent takeout bid. We expect the company will continue posting
solid results though not at levels that would justify such a substantial premium.

 Investm ent Thesis: We rate MAC underperform with a $79 price target,
implying an 8% total expected return. MAC continues to trade at a 4.8%
implied cap rate (70bps below peers) and a 23.8x AFFO multiple (1.5 turns
above peers) despite holding assets that deserve a small multiple discount.

 Key Catalysts: Following their recent $2.3bn JV of 8 assets with GIC and
Heitman, the big catalysts will be: 1) how effective their $1.2bn share
buyback will be to convince the Street of an arbitrage between their stock
price and the value of their assets, and 2) can the company put up 6% SS
growth for an extended period of time (per their commentary on recent
conference calls / investor day) which is above our high 3% forecast and
would force us / investors to increase our estimated value of the portfolio / NT
earnings estimates.

Data Snapshot

Data Snapshot (MAC)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1 (FFO)
$3.89
$3.82

FY2 (FFO)
$4.14
$4.22

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
2

Hold
18

Sell
1

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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 Valuation: Our $79 price target is based upon a 75% weighting of our
$84/sh forward NAV (less 5% discount to NAV to reflect corporate
governance issues); and a 25% weighting of our $76/sh DCF estimate.
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

George Auerbach | 212 538 8082 | george.auerbach@credit -suisse.com
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Rating: Underperform
Target Price: $19.50
Current Price: $20.00
Market Cap ($B): $7.0B

Pulte (PHM)
Likely to Lag Based on Measured Growth Strategy, Margin
Pressures

19%
15%
10%

allocation favorably through the cycle from an operational standpoint, but
believe consensus earnings expectations are too high given Pulte’s measured
growth strategy and our forecasts for further gross margin contraction owing
to rising land and labor costs (only partially offset by pricing power). We
estimate earnings growth will continue to lag other large cap peers (est. 2%
EPS growth in ’16 for PHM vs. 19% for large cap builder average).

16 EPS Growth

Large Cap Builder Average

other large cap peers (est. 2% EPS growth in ’16 for PHM vs. 19% for large
cap builder average) based on our forecasts for more modest revenue growth
than consensus and our expectation that rising land and labor costs will
pressure margins. Our ’16 EPS est. of $1.30 is 16% below consensus of
$1.54.

 Investm ent Thesis: We view PHM’s more balanced approach to capital

2%
16 Revenue Growth

 Where We’re Different: We estimate earnings growth will continue to lag

PHM

Data Snapshot

 Key Catalysts: 3Q earnings (10/22).
Data Snapshot (PHM)

Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$1.27
$1.32

FY2
$1.30
$1.54

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
7

Hold
13

 Valuation: Our $19.50 target price for PHM is based on 1.6x our 2015
adjusted book value estimate, which is above the peer target multiple (1.5x).
We believe this gives appropriate credit for its balanced capital allocation and
return focus, offset by slower growth prospects.

Sell
2

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Rating: Underperform
Target Price: $40.00
Current Price: $39.85
Market Cap ($B): $5.8B

Realogy Corp. (RLGY)
CS Survey Shows Decelerating Trends in CA/ NY (~50% of RLGY
revs)

CS R/E Agent Survey
Buyer Traffic Index

80

California

New York

70

 Where We’re Different: We estimate decelerating transaction volume
growth, particularly in RLGY’s core markets, along with margin headwinds
from elevated agent commission splits and investments, will result in sales and
EBITDA below consensus expectations.

60

 Investm ent Thesis: Our Underperform rating on RLGY is based on our view

50

that relative softness in its key existing home markets (CA/NY represent
~50% of revenues), moderating home price appreciation over the next 2
years, and margin headwinds from elevated agent payouts and IT spend will
continue to drive below-consensus results.

40
30
20

 Key Catalysts: 3Q earnings and 4Q guidance (est. early November), as well
<50 - Below Expectations; =50 - Meets Expectations; >50 - Exceeds Expectations

as existing home sales (on 10/22).

 Valuation: Our $40 target price is based on an 11 times multiple on

Data Snapshot

estimated 2015 EBITDA of $808 mln and our DCF analysis. We still see
earnings growth driven by the ongoing housing recovery, but expect that
near-term results will be challenged by choppy demand trends and
moderating home price appreciation.

Data Snapshot (RLGY)
Estimates
CS
Consensus*

FY1
$1.26
$1.46

FY2
$1.71
$1.99

Ratings
Street-wide

Buy
7

Hold
5

Sell
1

* Note: Consensus is Bloomberg Mean estimate as of 10/8/2015
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Chart sources: Company data, Bloomberg, Credit Suisse estimates

Michael Dahl | 212 325 5882 | m ichael.dahl@credit -suisse.com
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Disclosures
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 07-Oct-2015)
Aon plc (AON.N, $91.16)
Box, Inc. (BOX.N, $11.09)
Boyd Gaming (BYD.N, $17.89)
CF Industries Holding Inc. (CF.N, $52.22)
Dollar Tree (DLTR.OQ, $62.9)
Hyatt Hotels (H.N, $50.85)
Ingredion Inc (INGR.N, $89.05)
L-3 Communications (LLL.N, $110.44)
LaSalle Hotel Properties (LHO.N, $30.7)
Macerich Company (MAC.N, $79.54)
Nationstar Mortgage Holdings Inc. (NSM.N, $14.22)
Pulte (PHM.N, $20.0)
Realogy Corp. (RLGY.N, $39.85)
SeaWorld Entertainment (SEAS.N, $18.95)
Sysco Corporation (SYY.N, $40.56)
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (WMT.N, $66.36)
Weatherford International, Inc. (WFT.N, $10.43)
WisdomTree Investments (WETF.OQ, $16.72)
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Disclosure Appendix
Im portant Global Disclosures
The analysts identified in this report each certify, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual analyzes, that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately
reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the
specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.
The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received Compensation that is based upon various factors including Credit Suisse's total revenues, a portion of
which are generated by Credit Suisse's investment banking activities
As of December 10, 2012 Analysts’ stock rating are defined as follows:
Outperform (O) : The stock’s total return is expected to OP the relevant benchmark*over the next 12 months.
Neutral (N) : The stock’s total return is expected to be in line with the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months.
Underperform (U) : The stock’s total return is expected to underperform the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months.

*Relevant benchmark by region: As of 10th December 2012, Japanese ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the analyst's coverage universe which consists of
all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the most attractive, Neutrals the less attractive, and Underperforms the least
attractive investment opportunities. As of 2nd October 2012, U.S. and Canadian as well as European ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the analyst's
coverage universe which consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the most attractive, Neutrals the less
attractive, and Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. For Latin American and non-Japan Asia stocks, ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to
the average total return of the relevant country or regional benchmark; prior to 2nd October 2012 U.S. and Canadian ratings were based on (1) a stock’s absolute total return
potential to its current share price and (2) the relative attractiveness of a stock’s total return potential within an analyst’s coverage universe. For Australian and New Zealand
stocks, 12-month rolling yield is incorporated in the absolute total return calculation and a 15% and a 7.5% threshold replace the 10-15% level in the Outperform and
Underperform stock rating definitions, respectively. The 15% and 7.5% thresholds replace the +10-15% and -10-15% levels in the Neutral stock rating definition, respectively.
Prior to 10th December 2012, Japanese ratings were based on a stock’s total return relative to the average total return of the relevant country or regional benchmark.
Restricted (R) : In certain circumstances, Credit Suisse policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications, including an investment
recommendation, during the course of Credit Suisse's engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain other circumstances.
Volatility Indicator [V] : A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has moved up or down by 20% or more in a month in at least 8 of the past 24 months or the analyst
expects significant volatility going forward.
Analysts’ sector weightings are distinct from analysts’ stock ratings and are based on the analyst’s expectations for the fundamentals and/or valuation of the sector* relative to
the group’s historic fundamentals and/or valuation:
Overweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is favorable over the next 12 months.
Market Weight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is neutral over the next 12 months.
Underweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is cautious over the next 12 months.

*An analyst’s coverage sector consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector. An analyst may cover multiple sectors.
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Credit Suisse's distribution of stock ratings (and banking clients) is:
Global Ratings Distribution
Rating
Versus universe (%)
Of which banking clients (%)
OP/Buy*
56%
(32% banking clients)
Neutral/Hold*
29%
(41% banking clients)
Underperform/Sell*
13%
(23% banking clients)
Restricted
2%

*For purposes of the NYSE and NASD ratings distribution disclosure requirements, our stock ratings of Outperform, Neutral, and Underperform most closely correspond to
Buy, Hold, and Sell, respectively; however, the meanings are not the same, as our stock ratings are determined on a relative basis. (Please refer to definitions above.) An
investor's decision to buy or sell a security should be based on investment objectives, current holdings, and other individual factors.
Credit Suisse’s policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments with the subject company, the sector or the market that may have a
material impact on the research views or opinions stated herein.
Credit Suisse's policy is only to publish investment research that is impartial, independent, clear, fair and not misleading. For more detail please refer to Credit Suisse's Policies
for Managing Conflicts of Interest in connection with Investment Research: http://www.csfb.com/research and analytics/disclaimer/managing_conflicts_disclaimer.html
Credit Suisse does not provide any tax advice. Any statement herein regarding any US federal tax is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer for
the purposes of avoiding any penalties.
Please refer to the firm's disclosure website at https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures for the definitions of abbreviations typically used in the target price method and risk
sections.
See the Com panies Mentioned section for full com pany nam es
The subject company (BOX.N, SYY.N, WMT.N, WETF.OQ, AON.N, NSM.N, PHM.N, LLL.N, MAC.N, BYD.N, CF.N, H.N, SEAS.N) currently is, or was during the 12-month
period preceding the date of distribution of this report, a client of Credit Suisse.
Credit Suisse provided investment banking services to the subject company (BOX.N, NSM.N, MAC.N, BYD.N, SEAS.N) within the past 12 months.
Credit Suisse provided non-investment banking services to the subject company (WETF.OQ, AON.N) within the past 12 months
Credit Suisse has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company (BOX.N, BYD.N, SEAS.N) within the past 12 months.
Credit Suisse has received investment banking related compensation from the subject company (BOX.N, NSM.N, MAC.N, BYD.N, SEAS.N) within the past 12 months
Credit Suisse expects to receive or intends to seek investment banking related compensation from the subject company (BOX.N, SYY.N, LHO.N, DLTR.OQ, NSM.N, PHM.N,
LLL.N, MAC.N, BYD.N, H.N, SEAS.N) within the next 3 months.
Credit Suisse has received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from the subject company (WETF.OQ, AON.N) within the past 12
months
As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse makes a market in the following subject companies (INGR.N, SYY.N, WMT.N, WETF.OQ, AON.N, DLTR.OQ, NSM.N, PHM.N,
RLGY.N, LLL.N, BYD.N, CF.N, SEAS.N).
Credit Suisse has a material conflict of interest with the subject company (BYD.N) . Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC is acting as financial advisor to Peninsula Gaming LLC
on the announced acquisition by Boyd Gaming Corp.
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Im portant Regional Disclosures
Singapore recipients should contact Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch for any matters arising from this research report.
The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report may participate in events hosted by the subject company, including site visits. Credit Suisse does not accept or permit
analysts to accept payment or reimbursement for travel expenses associated with these events.
Restrictions on certain Canadian securities are indicated by the following abbreviations: NVS--Non-Voting shares; RVS--Restricted Voting Shares; SVS--Subordinate Voting
Shares.
Individuals receiving this report from a Canadian investment dealer that is not affiliated with Credit Suisse should be advised that this report may not contain regulatory
disclosures the non-affiliated Canadian investment dealer would be required to make if this were its own report.
For Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.'s policies and procedures regarding the dissemination of equity research, please visit https://www.creditsuisse.com/sites/disclaimers-ib/en/canada-research-policy.html.
Credit Suisse has acted as lead manager or syndicate member in a public offering of securities for the subject company (BOX.N, WMT.N, NSM.N, RLGY.N, BYD.N, H.N,
SEAS.N) within the past 3 years.
As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse acts as a market maker or liquidity provider in the equities securities that are the subject of this report.
Principal is not guaranteed in the case of equities because equity prices are variable.
Commission is the commission rate or the amount agreed with a customer when setting up an account or at any time after that.
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Im portant MSCI Disclosures
The MSCI sourced information is the exclusive property of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc. (MSCI). Without prior written permission of MSCI, this information and any
other
MSCI intellectual property may not be reproduced, re-disseminated or used to create and financial products, including any indices. This information is provided on an "as is"
basis. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, its affiliates and any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the
information hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of this
information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information
have any liability for any damages of any kind. MSCI, Morgan Stanley Capital International and the MSCI indexes are services marks of MSCI and its affiliates.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc. and Standard & Poor’s. GICS
is a service mark of MSCI and S&P and has been licensed for use by Credit Suisse.
Im portant Credit Suisse HOLT Disclosures
With respect to the analysis in this report based on the Credit Suisse HOLT methodology, Credit Suisse certifies that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately reflect
the Credit Suisse HOLT methodology and (2) no part of the Firm’s compensation was, is, or will be directly related to the specific views disclosed in this report.
The Credit Suisse HOLT methodology does not assign ratings to a security. It is an analytical tool that involves use of a set of proprietary quantitative algorithms and warranted
value calculations, collectively called the Credit Suisse HOLT valuation model, that are consistently applied to all the companies included in its database. Third-party data
(including consensus earnings estimates) are systematically translated into a number of default algorithms available in the Credit Suisse HOLT valuation model. The source
financial statement, pricing, and earnings data provided by outside data vendors are subject to quality control and may also be adjusted to more closely measure the underlying
economics of firm performance. The adjustments provide consistency when analyzing a single company across time, or analyzing multiple companies across industries or
national borders. The default scenario that is produced by the Credit Suisse HOLT valuation model establishes the baseline valuation for a security, and a user then may adjust
the default variables to produce alternative scenarios, any of which could occur.
Additional information about the Credit Suisse HOLT methodology is available on request.
The Credit Suisse HOLT methodology does not assign a price target to a security. The default scenario that is produced by the Credit Suisse HOLT valuation model
establishes a warranted price for a security, and as the third-party data are updated, the warranted price may also change. The default variable may also be adjusted to produce
alternative warranted prices, any of which could occur.
CFROI®, HOLT, HOLTfolio, ValueSearch, AggreGator, Signal Flag and “Powered by HOLT” are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or registered service
marks of Credit Suisse or its affiliates in the United States and other countries. HOLT is a corporate performance and valuation advisory service of Credit Suisse.
For Credit Suisse disclosure information on other companies mentioned in this report, please visit the website at https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures or call +1 (877)
291-2683.
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